
Best Practices for  
Great Response Rates
Tips for Maximizing Customer Feedback Insights



Your conclusion is only as good as your data.  
And if your data is not good, well….  Having 
enough data is a critical factor in ensuring you 
have the quality you need, and that means 
survey response rates deserve your attention.  

If you’re serious about great response rates, 
you’ll need to look at best practices that go 
well beyond survey design and delivery. The 
rewards are compelling: The more quality data 
that you collect, the better enabled you will be 
to translate that insight into meaningful action for 
long-term customer satisfaction.  

This ebook gives you an overview of how to 
think about great customer survey practices and 
provides tips on the response rates you need to 
uncover the insights that drive CX improvement.

Overview
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Let’s start with a level set. How do you know if you are correctly 
evaluating your survey response rates? Most organizations determine 
response rate by the number of people that responded to the survey 
versus how many surveys were sent, so you need to define what a 
response is for your program. Is it a click on the link, an answer to the 
first question, or an entirely completed survey? 

Defining Response Rate
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At the end of the day, the method you select should make sense to you and your program. When comparing your results to others, keep in mind 
the methodology that you used to count them. If you are counting only complete surveys as a response and you are comparing your results to a 
benchmark that used ANY response, your response rates will be lower.

Methodology

Responses vs Sent

Completes vs Sent

Cleaning Your Data

• Takes started surveys and divides by the number of surveys sent or delivered
• Counts partial responses
• Normally higher than other methods
• More common in IVR surveys

• Takes completed surveys and divides by the number of surveys sent or delivered
• Sometimes called Completed Rate, but creates confusion
• More common in Email surveys where partial responses are not always counted

• Make sure your number of sent surveys is clean 
• It should not include potential respondents removed by your survey business rules, 

deduplication rules, or opt-out lists
• It should only include surveys you actually sent and expect will be recieved
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Like response rate methodology, best practices are highly dependent on the type of program and survey you are trying to 
conduct. Are you doing a relationship survey, or transactional survey? How are you contacting your customers? Omnichannel 
methods including email, SMS and IVR all have unique considerations that will affect response rates. Let’s explore some of the 
response rate best practices that are common for all surveys: timing, language, and length.

Response Rate Best Practices

Relationship Survey

Transactional Surveys
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When is the best time to send your survey? In general, surveys 
see the best response rate during business hours. Transactional 
surveys, those sent after a specific interaction or touchpoint, receive 
higher response rates the closer the survey is sent to the end of the 
interaction. For example, a customer receiving a survey for a recent 
purchase is more likely to complete the survey while that purchase 
is still fresh in their mind. The more time that passes between the 
transaction and the survey, the less likely the customer will still be 
engaged enough to respond.  

Best Practices
Timing
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The first question of your survey has the power to make or break your response rate. Consider a question that includes 
an element of a personal connection with the customer, such as “How satisfied were you with the agent that took your 
call today?” Asking about their specific interaction with your company up front is far more likely to grab their attention 
and yield a response versus a generic screener question. 

In addition to a courteous and friendly tone, your greeting and language should align with the demographics of your 
target customers. 

Best Practices
Survey Language and the First Question
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Survey Length and Structure

Keep your questionnaire short and to the point.  
For transactional surveys:

• SMS: 3 questions + verbatim

• Email: 3-5 questions + verbatim

• IVR: 3-5 questions + verbatim

• Leverage technologies like rotating questions for additional KPIs

Keep your language concise and follow a single 
question/single answer methodology. 

• Avoid double-barreled questions, where you are asking two questions 
disguised as one

• Avoid overly wordy language and repetition between questions

Establish best practices around scales for more  
accurate responses.

• Odd-numbered scales

• Scales endpoints should be clearly labeled and equally balanced

• Keep scales consistent throughout the questionnaire

• Scales should avoid subjective words

Start with an engaging question that makes the 
respondent feel invested, such as:

• Satisfaction with the agent

• Likelihood to recommend

• Net Promoter Score
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Survey Do’s and Don’ts by Channel

Survey Channel: Email

Survey Channel: IVR

Survey Channel: SMS

DO

DO

DO

DON’T

DON’T

DON’T

• Enable “barge-in” feature on your system

• Test extensively to identify and remove pauses

• Briefly get survey consent at the start of the conversation

• Ensure your survey invites have a modern look

• Double check your subject line 

• Include a real call to action

• Embed the first question into the email body

• Use adaptive responses and personalization when available

• Use modern form tools

• Try to stick to a single text character limit (160 characters)

• Allow surveys to be answered even outside polling hours

• Try to stick to scale questions and simple numerical answers

• Ensure you support non-numerical entries

• Force customers to listen to the entire question

• Allow pauses and stops at call pick up of between questions

• Request survey consent at the end of an interaction

• Send plain and boring email invitations

• Include only a text link to your survey

• Use extremely long URLs

• Send it anonymously 

• Make the survey a single question per page

• Ask questions you should have the answer to (i.e. in your CRM system)

• Send out long messages

• Send out texts in multiple languages

• Ignore STOP requests

• Send the survey from a “real” phone number (i.e. without a short code)

Best practices can vary by channel, so don’t forget to think through the special considerations for your survey delivery method.
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It’s always good to set realistic expectations for response rates. NICE Satmetrix benchmarked survey response rates across a range of 
industries, geographies, and survey channels and types. Here, we provide a high-level view of our findings.

What’s Realistic?
Response Rate Benchmarks
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Our benchmarking shows that while more and more email surveys are being sent, the response rate really is declining for email surveys. 
That’s why you’d be wise to consider other survey channels and should be sure to include indirect feedback and operational data, too – 
both help you build a more complete picture of the customer experience. 

You’re Not Wrong 
Email Responses Rates Are Declining
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When deciding whether you have the right data to deliver insights you can trust, keep these key points in mind:

• Achieving robust response rates from a sizable number of respondents validates the results of your reporting data.

• A representative sample size is necessary for research programs and customer experience programs.  

• By industry standard, you should strive for a 95% confidence interval with a 5% margin of error

Remember, higher response rates lead to more responses, which in turn lowers your margin of error and increases 
the credibility of your results.

Improve Your Data Integrity 
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Request Demo

CEM software from NICE Satmetrix delivers and automates many 

best practices to generate responses that will provide a complete 

view of the customer journey and enable employees to respond 

promptly and effectively.

Ready to Improve  
Your Response Rates?  

http://www.satmetrix.com/request-a-demo/
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